The motion of the floating bridge of the banjo, in conjunction with the break angle of the strings over that bridge, produces string tension modulation that is first order in the amplitude of the string motion. This note refines a previous suggestion regarding the impact on the frequencies of the strings' and bridge's motion. For a given mode frequency pair of string and bridge, the resulting tension modulation produces a new, additional motion characterized by the sum and difference of the original ones.
BACKGROUND
As they pass over the bridge, the strings of the banjo form a "break" angle -typically It is long-known to players and builders that increasing that angle enhances the "ring" and "clang" of the instrument. A direct demonstration of that phenomenon was presented in ref. [1] , which contains sound samples of a particular instrument where the break angle can be either zero or 13 o . Note that zero degrees requires a specially designed bridge to allow the strings to function normally without buzzing, as shown on page 1. Links to the recordings themselves are also given in this note's appendix.
For a given length and linear density, the fundamental pitch frequency of a string is proportional to the square-root of the tension. It was an obvious leap to imagine that tension modulation produced frequency modulation. The sound of audio range frequency modulation has a rich and wonderful history since its 1973 discovery by John Chowning, the licensing to Yamaha to become Stanford University's second highest earning patent, the production of the Yamaha DX7, and all that followed. [2] Chowning described his first examples as sounding metallic.
While the string stretch associated with small vibrations and fixed ends is second order in the amplitude, a non-zero break angle produces stretching that is first order in the amplitude when the bridge moves. A natural assumption was that this phenomenon produced the sound of Chowning's frequency modulation. [3] But frequency modulation is usually understood to have a precise mathematical meaning.
An initially sinusoidal oscillation in time is modulated in frequency at some other sinusoidal frequency and amplitude. When the modulation is weak in amplitude and much lower in frequency, its principal effect is to add side bands at the sum and difference frequencies.
(This is the basis of FM radio transmission.)
An explicit analysis of the basic equations of motion given below shows that the physical mechanism of tension modulation literally produces frequency modulation only in the limit that the modulation frequency is much less than the initial string frequency. In the case of the banjo, there are certainly frequency components of the tension modulations that are comparable and higher than some of the initial string frequencies. And then a purely sinusoidal tension modulation does not translate into a purely sinusoidal frequency modulation.
What does in fact happen is an example of what has come to be called parametric oscillation, which was first analyzed by Rayleigh.
[4] For a given modal frequency pair of string and small amplitude bridge motion, the result is new, additional string and bridge motions characterized by the sum and difference frequencies of the original ones.
TENSION MODULATION IN THE STRING EQUATION OF MOTION
The zeroth order string motion can be expressed as a sum over the ideal normal modes.
It could be just one of them or plucked triangular traveling waves or any other possible free motion of the string. The tension modulation (again, assumed to be simultaneous along the length of the string) is a function of time. It need not have the periodicity of the string or even be periodic. It is the net result of the forces of all modes of all the strings on the bridge and head. In any case, it has a Fourier transform. Even if there is only a single string's motion determining the bridge motion, in Fourier space we generally have to consider terms with string and bridge having different frequencies.
In the following, a dimensionless parameter b is the relative amplitude of the tension modulation and is assumed to be small. As shown in ref. [3] , b depends linearly on the string amplitude, A. I work to lowest non-trivial order in b because keeping anything higher than b 1 would be inconsistent -such things having been ignored in the ideal string equation 
. So f (t) is simply a forced SHO. You add the particular solutions for the two forcing frequencies. In particular, with
The 
DECAY TIMES & RESONANCE WIDTHS
A is the amplitude of a plucked string mode. So it decays in time more or less (or exactly) like an exponential. The modulation amplitude b also decays similarly, although potentially with a somewhat different decay time. (Strictly speaking, the decays can be the sum of more than one exponential and also may exhibit beats.) The tension-modulation-induced amplitude decays like bA, i.e., faster than either separately. Hence, the tension modulation effect appears in the attack or early part of the pluck sound.
These decay times are also reflected in the behavior near the resonance in f ± (t). The actual behavior will have a finite maximum and a related resonance width. This could be exhibited explicitly by including damping in the equations of motion. But it is also a necessary consequence of the fact that the resonance amplitude can only build up to a finite value in a finite amount of time.
THE PROBLEM WITH FREQUENCY MODULATION
